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All SAR developments are focused on user requirements in the area of grate firing of
waste, biomass and substitute fuels:
• Combustion control system SAR-FLR �
• SAR SNCR control�

• SAR ﬁre length control
• PPL component library

This allows us to offer client and plant specific solutions from a single source.
Through in-depth analysis and subsequent optimised design of the overall system, we
can offer state of the art hydraulic systems which can simultaneously increase the
performance of an application and/or reduce wear and tear.
Another aspect is the optimisation of service and maintenance costs. Many operators are
confronted with proprietary hydraulic control systems, so-called "black boxes", by their
original equipment manufacturers. These "black boxes" have several disadvantages,
e.g., it is often difficult to carry out a failure analysis, because the required signals are
not transferred to the parent process control system, or only transferred in a very limited
fashion.
An autonomous and vendor-independent adaptation to changed operating conditions
can often be difficult or even impossible, as certain parameters cannot be changed
and/or the source code of the software is not available.
Frequently, these systems can only be serviced and maintained by the manufacturer,
leading to undesired dependencies on the part of the operator. When considering this
dependency in the context of plant availability, there is a latent risk, the extent of which
only becomes apparent when a corresponding incident occurs.
The solutions developed by SAR combine our strong
know-how in the field of measuring, control and regulation
technology with our long-standing process-related experience
with hydraulic systems.
As a result, our experience with the control and regulation
of grate furnaces is also of benefit to us in the construction
of control systems for the associated hydraulic systems.
For example, it is essential for a combustion control system
that all hydraulic drives such as grate and fuel feed can be
fully controlled and regulated. This is the only way in which
suitable movement sequences for each incineration process
can be established.

SAR also consciously and consistently emphasises
the keywords "open and transparent" in relation to its
hydraulic control systems. For the following reasons, we
prefer the implementation, for example of a location or
position and synchronisation control, as a pure software
solution.
This means that additional electronic equipment (e.g.
modules for a position control or a synchronisation
control) can be saved. These are also frequently designed
as proprietary systems, which establish dependencies to
the supplier and represent additional expenses for the
spares inventory.
The software solution favoured by us offers the following
advantages:
• In contrast to electronic modules, software is
designed transparently and verifiably, which greatly
facilitates troubleshooting.
• Software is not subject to any age-related wear or a
drift.
• Software can be changed at any time, and can be
adapted to changed operating conditions (e.g. valve
replacement).
• The cost of a software solution is identical compared
to a solution using electronic modules.
• Electronics modules often have limited availability
on the part of the manufacturer and are subject to
a product life cycle, which often does not correlate
with the life span of large-scale plants. The software
solution can always be migrated by any supplier. This
means that there is never a dependent relationship.
We can also draw on a wealth of experience in the
specification, planning and installation of the associated
measuring technology. There is a frequent requirement
for the long routes travelled by hydraulic cylinders to be
measured under rough conditions, precisely and reliably
as an absolute signal. If cylinders do not have integrated
travel measurements, SAR can offer optimal solutions
tailored to the individual application.

A further key aspect of hydraulic systems is an adequate
option for on-site operation. Here too, SAR can offer a
convincing complete solution from a single source.
From design, planning, construction to installation and
commissioning, SAR can offer solutions which are
precisely tailored to the requirements of the operator.
Whether wire draw encoders or magneto-restrictive
position encoders - we have the expertise to deal with all
systems in a professional manner, as demonstrated in
corresponding reference projects.
SAR also places great importance on safety in relation
to hydraulic systems. Any safety integrity level (SIL)
can be implemented, for example. This topic, as
well as the approach, is discussed in detail in the
"SIL consulting" ﬂyer.

PRODUCT AND SERVICE RANGE
IN THE FIELD OF HYDRAULICS
For new plants, as well as in part for the
modernisation of existing plants:
• Project planning of complete hydraulic plants
• Hydraulic cylinders, hydraulic power units
• Hydraulic piping, installation
• Planning, construction and
installation of hydraulic cabinets
• Proportional valve technology with associated
electronic ampliﬁer modules
• Regulation and control technology for
hydraulic systems (location controls,
synchronisation controls etc.)
• Innovative and conventional operating systems
for quick fault diagnosis and efﬁcient service
or maintenance

At SAR, the high flexibility of modern hydraulics is also
displayed in combination with easy-to-use electronic
controls.

SAR has been a partner for professional industrial and process automation since 1985
and is headquartered in Germany. It employs more than 500 staff, together with its
branches in the United States, South Africa, England, Switzerland and Slovenia.
Among our customers are well-known, global industrial groups and energy companies,
medium-sized companies and municipal associations.
In the development and implementation of process technology facilities, the
Environmental Technology Department can draw on over 20 years experience, combined
with outstanding expertise gained from applied research and the ongoing alignment with
state-of-the-art technology.
In addition to process engineering know-how in the entire power plant sector, SAR can
also offer professional solutions for process control technology and control technology,
e.g. construction or conversion of control cabinets, electrical design, etc. Our experience
has shown that operators consider it essential that SAR can offer turnkey solutions from
a single source.
SAR has installed over 100 systems in the combustion optimisation and combustion
control system sector throughout Europe.
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